
Split-T  Management’s
Undefeated  Javier  Martinez.
Omar  Rosario  and  Antonio
Mireles in Action Tonight in
Lake Tahoe, Nevada
NEW YORK (November 4, 2023) – Three undefeated boxers from the
Split-T Management stable will be in action tonight at The
Tahoe Blue Event Center in Lake Tahoe, Nevada.

Undefeated middleweight Javier Martinez takes on Isaiah Wise
in a eight-round bout.

Martinez of Milwaukee is 8-0-1 with two knockouts. The 28-
year-old  has  wins  over  Rance  Ward  (4-1-1),  Panchino  Hill
(7-0-1) and is coming off a draw with Joeshon Jones (7-0) on
May 13th in Stockton, California.

Wise of Philadelphia is 11-2-2 with six knockouts. The 31-
year-old has wins over Mark Daniels Jr. (3-0) and Enver Halili
(10-2). Wise is coming off a six-round decision over Cameron
Krael on March 25, 2022, in Philadelphia.

Martinez weighed 161.8 lbs. Wise was 160.8.

Junior welterweight Omar Rosario collides with Angel Robollar
in a eight-round fight.

Rosario,  25  of  Caguas,  Puerto  Rico  is  11-0  with  three
knockouts.  Rosario  has  defeated  Uriel  Villanueva  (1-0),
Wilfred  Mariano  (3-0),  Marc  Misiura  (2-0),  Raekwon  Butler
(4-1), Julio Rosa (4-0), Esteban Munoz (6-1), Bryan Rivera
(4-0-1)  and  his  last  outing  when  he  won  an  eight-round
unanimous decision over Jan Carlos Rivera (8-1) on June 10th
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in New York City.

Robollar of California is 7-3 with three knockouts. The 19-
year-old has wins over Carlos Ibaraa (1-0-1), Manuel Quinonez
(3-0),  Juan  Avila  Medina  (5-0)  and  Julio  Cardona  (8-0).
Robollar is coming off a decision win over Esteban Munoz on
August 26th in Tacoma, Washington.

Rosario weighed 140 lbs. Robollar was 137.8 lbs.

6’9″ inch heavyweight Antonio Mireles takes on Skylar Lacy in
a six-round fight.

Mireles of Des Moines, Iowa is 8-0 with seven knockouts. The
26-year-old has had his hand raised over Brandon Hughes (2-0),
Eric Perry (5-0-1), Patrick Mailata (6-1) and his last fight,
Mireles stopped Dajuan Calloway in six-rounds on August 12th
in Glendale, Arizona.

Lacy of Indianapolis is 7-0 with five knockouts. The 29-year-
old Lacy is coming off a fourth-round stoppage Anthony Woodson
III (1-0) on July 22nd on Maumalle, Arkansas.

Mireles weighed 268.7 lbs. Lacy was 252.7.

Martinez, Rosario and Mireles are promoted by Top Rank.

All three fights can be seen live on ESPN + at 6 PM ET.

Teofimo  Takes  over  Junior
Welterweight
NEW YORK (JUNE 13, 2023) – NEW YORK–Teofimo Lopez became a
two-division  world  champion  with  an  emphatic  12-round
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unanimous decision over Josh Taylor to win the WBO Junior
Welterweight  title  before  a  Madison  Square  Garden  Theater
record crowd of 5,151.

“Teofimo’s win further cements his status as the true phenom
of this era. His skill set, and ring IQ are unchallenged. He’s
simply  amazing,”  said  David  McWater,  President  of  Split-T
Management.

The fight began at a fast pace with Taylor working the body.
Lopez was able to land some “show me” right hands. Lopez
started to foreshadow things to come by landing quick and
pinpoint right hands that were able to stop Taylor in his
tracks. That assault came in rounds three through five, with
round four being a big frame for “The Takeover” as he rocked
Taylor. The two fighters took turns over the next four-rounds.

Lopez  was  terrific  over  the  next  three  rounds  as  he  was
dominant as hand speed proved to be too much. His right hand
continuously found a home on the face of Taylor. In round 12,
Lopez sealed the deal by hurting Taylor twice, with the latter
being from a perfect right to the body that hurt Taylor.

Lopez, who was the undisputed lightweight champion, becomes a
two-weight division champ by scores of 117-111 and 115-113 and
is now 19-1. Taylor of Scotland is 19-1.

Lopez Post Fight Quotes: “It’s been a long time coming. We
just beat the Number 1 guy. The lineal world champion. The
former undisputed world champion.”

“I think let my emotions get the best of me. I do not want to
take your life. I want to you to go back to your family. I
apologize as a man.

“Josh Taylor is a tough dude. I can see why he beat so many
fighters. But you’ve got to counter the counterpuncher. You’ve
got to outsmart the man and get in there. And I did that. I
think I did enough. This is what it is all about. I questioned



myself for a good reason. You guys don’t understand. I’ve
always been my worst critic. And you guys got a little glimpse
of it. But I’ve just got to ask you one thing, and one thing
only. Do I still got it?”

“I’m so grateful. This was a bout fixing what we needed to.
That’s why I don’t leave my coach. I trust in him a lot.”

My next battle is in court for my son. That’s my next battle.
I’m not really focused on who I’m going to fight next.”

Omar Rosario remained undefeated with a eight-round unanimous
decision over Jan Carlos Rivera in a junior welterweight bout.

Rosario, 139.2 lbs of Caguas, PR won by scores of 77-75 and is
now 11-0. Rivera, 138.4 lbs of Vieques, PR is 8-2.

Lopez and Rosario are promoted by Top Rank.

Giovanni  Marquez  and  Omar
Rosario  Remain  Undefeated
With wins in Texas and Puerto
Rico
NEW  YORK  (November  21,  2022)  -This  past  Saturday  night,
welterweight prospect Giovanni Marquez and junior welterweight
prospect Omar Rosario remained undefeated with wins in Texas
and Puerto Rico.

Marquez and Rosario are managed by Split-T Management.

The 21 Year-old Marquez stopped Luis Valentin Portalatin in
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round three at The Lone Star Convention Center in Conroe,
Texas.

Marquez  dropped  Portlatin  three  times,  with  the  finisher
coming from a vicious right hand that slumped Portalatin to
his knees in the third round.

Watch Knockout Punch

With the win, Marquez of Houston, Texas is 4-0 with three
knockouts.

Marquez began boxing at the age of 12 as he is the son of
former U.S. Olympian, world junior middleweight world champion
and current broadcaster Raul Marquez.

Marquez had an amateur record of 75-12, which culminated in
winning the National Golden Glove tournament this past August
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. He was named the Most Outstanding boxer in
the tournament.

Marquez, who won the 152-pound National Golden Gloves, will
begin  his  pro  career  around  145-pounds,  with  the  goal  to
campaign as a junior welterweight

Photos by Hosanna Rull / iRull Photos / El Tigre Management.

Saturday in Trujillo Alto, Puerto Rico, junior welterweight
Omar  Rosario  stayed  undefeated  with  a  six-round  unanimous
decision  over  previously  undefeated  Bryan  Ismael  Rodriguez
Rivera.

Scores were 60-54 on all cards for the 24 year-old Caguas
native, who is now 9-0. Rivera, also from Caguas, Puerto Rico
is 4-1-1.

Rosario is promoted by Top Rank.



Former Undisputed Lightweight
Champion  Teofimo  Lopez  Back
in Action against Pedro Campa
on ESPN
NEW YORK (August 12, 2022)–Saturday night at Resorts World Las
Vegas will see the return of former undisputed Lightweight
World Champion Teofimo Lopez move up to junior welterweight to
start his quest of becoming a two-division world champion when
he  takes  on  Pedro  Campa  in  a  10-round  bout  for  the  WBO
International and NABF Junior Welterweight titles.

The fight, which will be televised by ESPN (10 PM ET) will
serve as Lopez’ “Takeback” as he starts his road back to
becoming world champion.

The fight heads a big weekend for Split-T Management as five
fighters under the management banner will be in action between
Las Vegas and Houston.

Lopez, who was the 2020 Fighter of the Year, will be back in
the ring, looking to “Takeover” a second weight-class.

Lopez had a meteoric rise up the lightweight division as he
scored  many  highlight-reel  and  spectacular  knockouts  over
Vitor Jones (14-1), William Silva (25-1), Mason Menard (34-3)
and Diego Magdaleno (31-2). Lopez won the IBF Lightweight
title with a second round destruction over Richard Commey on
December 14, 2019 at Madison Square Garden in New York City.
Lopez followed that up by winning the undisputed title with a
12-round  unanimous  decision  over  pound-for-pound  number-one
Vasiliy Loamchenko on October 17, 2020.
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Campa  of  Hermosillo,  Mexico  is  34-1-1  with  23  knockouts.
Unbeaten in his last eight fights, which spans five years, the
30 year-old Campa has wins over Alejandro Milanes Gocobachi
(1-0), Ulises Perez Torres (6-0), Ivan Ramirez (6-1), Dario
Garibay (11-1), Jesus Nunez Rodriguez (14-1), Aaron Herrera
(29-3-1),  Juan  Antonio  Rodriguez  (29-6-1),  Domicio  Rondon
(15-3), Abimael Cruz Bautista (5-0) and his fight when he
stopped  undefeated  Carlos  Sanchez  Valadez  (22-0)  in  three
rounds on March 19th in Chihuahua, Mexico.

Lopez weighed in at 138.8 lbs. Campa was 139.4

The bout will be televised live on (ESPN, ESPN Deportes &
ESPN+, 10 p.m. ET/7 p.m. PT).

On the Undercard, beginning at 6:40 PM ET on ESPN+, undefeated
Omar Rosario will take on Esteban Munoz in a six-round junior
welterweight contest.

Rosario of Caguas, Puerto Rico is 7-0 with two knockouts. The
24 year-old Rosario already has wins over Uriel Villanueva
(1-0),  Wilfred  Mariano  (3-0),  Marc  Misiura  (2-0),  Raekwon
Butler and his last outing when he took a six-round unanimous
decision over Julio Rosa (4-0) on June 11th in New York.

Munoz  of  San  Bernardino,  California  is  6-1  with  four-
knockouts. Munoz is coming off a third round stoppage over
Kenny Williams on April 15th in Ontario, California,

Rosario weighed 140.8 lbs. Munoz weighed 140.6 lbs.

Lopez and Rosario are promoted by Top Rank

Photo Credit: Mikey Williams/Top Rank via Getty Images

Saturday night at The Bayou Center in Houston, Texas, three
more distinguished fighters will be in action of a card that
will be streamed live on BXNGTV.com

Undefeated welterweight Giovanni Marquez will take on William



Marcell Davis in a bout scheduled for four-rounds.

Marquez, 21 years-old of Houston is 2-0 with one knockout.
Vazquez turned professional on March 11th with a unanimous
decision over previously undefeated Nelson Morales. in his
last bout, Marquez took out 53-fight veteran Ariel Vazquez in
two rounds on June 17th in Houston.

Marquez began boxing at the age of 12 as he is the son of
former U.S. Olympian, world junior middleweight world champion
and current broadcaster Raul Marquez.

Marquez had an amateur record of 75-12, which culminated in
winning the National Golden Glove tournament this past August
in Tulsa, Oklahoma. He was named the Most Outstanding boxer in
the tournament.

Marquez, who won the 152-pound National Golden Gloves, will
begin  his  pro  career  around  145-pounds,  with  the  goal  to
campaign as a junior welterweight

Davis of Memphis is 5-13-1 with five knockouts. Davis has
stopped  two  undefeated  fighters,  Terence  Reed  (2-0)  and
Michael Hughes (2-0).

Recent world title challenger Jessica Camara makes the trek
from Montreal to take on four-time world title challenger
Simone da Silva in an eight-round lightweight bout.

Camara has a record of 8-3 and is coming off a split decision
loss  to  Kali  Reis  in  a  bout  for  Reis’  WBA/WBO  Junior
Welterweight world titles on November 19, 2021 in Manchester,
New  Hampshire.  Camara  also  has  wins  over  Erika  Hernandez
(5-1-1), Dalia Velazquez (5-1-1) and former world champion
Heather Hardy (22-1).

da Silva of Sao Paulo, Brazil is 17-21 with six knockouts.

The  17  year  capable  veteran  has  wins  over  Paola  Herrera
(13-1-2), Paulina Cardona (9-2-3), Ikram Kerwat (9-1)



Both Camara and da Silva weighed 136 lbs.

Camara is promoted by DiBella Entertainment.

Luis Acosta will look to get back in the win column when he
takes on Abdel Sauceda in a lightweight bout scheduled for
eight-rounds.

Acosta, 25 years-old of Houston is 12-1 with 11 knockouts.

Acosta, 25 years-old, won his first 12 bouts in impressive
fashion. He is coming off a loss to Edwin De Los Santos on
March 11th.

Sauceda of Monterrey, Mexico is 11-1 with seven knockouts. The
24 year-old has won four in a row and is coming off a first-
round stoppage over Jullian Guillen on December 20, 2019 in
Monterrey, Mexico

Oshae Jones Wins Pro Debut;
Omar Rosario Stays Undefeated
NEW YORK (JUNE 14, 2022)–Two Split-T Management had impressive
victories over two venues in New York.

On  Friday  night,  2021  Olympic  Bronze  Medal  winner  Oshae
Jones made her long awaited pro debut with a shutout six-round
unanimous decision over Sonya Dreiling at The Turning Stone
Resort Casino in Verona, New York. Jones was very impressive
as she landed bloodied the nose of Dreiling in the opening
frame and landed several eye-popping shots with one knocking
the mouthpiece of Dreiling out. Jones of Toledo, Ohio won by
scores of 60-54 on all cards to start her pro career off on
the the right fioot.
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Despite being cut under his right eye, Omar Rosario remained
perfect with a six-round unanimous decision over Julio Rosa in
a battle of undefeated junior welterweights. The bout took
place  on  Saturday  at  The  Hulu  Theater  at  Madison  Square
Garden. Rosario fought very well, as he showed smooth boxing
ability to keep Rosa at bay. The win was especially pleasing
as Rosario performed in front of many of his fans as the fight
was staged on the annual card on the eve of the Puerto Rican
Day Parade in New York City. Rosario of Caguas, won by scores
of 60-54 twice and 59-55 to raise his mark to 7-0.

Rosario is promoted by Top Rank

Packed  Weekend  for  Split-T
Management Fighters
NEW YORK (JUNE 10, 2022)–Three Split-T Management fighters
will be on display in New York this weekend,

Starting on Friday night at The Turning Stone Resort Casino in
Verona, New York, 2021 Olympic Bronze Medal winner Oshae Jones
will make her pro debut against Sonya Dreiling in a six-round
welterweight bout.

Jones, 24 of Toledo, Ohio began boxing at the age of 12,
spawning a magnificent amateur career that saw her amass a
record of 60-9 whilst competing all over the world.

Oshae received the key to her hometown, and was honored with a
parade upon coming home with her Olympic Bronze Medal.

She dominated and won many prestigious tournaments such as the
2020 Stramdja, 2020 Boxam International, 2017 Eastern Elite
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Qualifier, 2016, 2017 and 2018 Elite Nationals, as well as the
2016 Youth Open and 2014 National PAL.

Two  of  Oshae’s  most  significant  victories  came  when  she
received the Gold Medal at the 2019 Pan Am Games and finished
first at the 2020 United States Olympic Trials.

Dreiling of Fort Payne, Alabama is 4-2 with two knockouts. The
32 year-old Dreilng is a three year professional, and has a
win over Jordanna Garcia (4-0-1).

At Thursday’s weigh-in, both fighters checked in at 147 3/4
lbs.
Olympic Bronze Medal winner Oshae Jones talks about her Pro
debut
On  the  same  card  at  Turning  Stone,  heavyweight  Joe  Jones
(13-4, 10 KOs) takes on Amron Sands (11-2, 9 KOs) in a bout
scheduled for eight-rounds.

Jones of Lynchburg, Virginia is coming off a second round
stoppage over former world title challenger Junior Wright on
December  2nd  in  New  York.  Jones  also  has  a  first  round
stoppage over previously undefeated Montez Brown (8-0).

Sands of Orlando, Florida is looking to get back in the win
column after dropping his last two bouts.

Jones weighed 210 lbs. Sands was 282.
Saturday night in New York, undefeated junior welterweight
Omar Rosario looks to make it 7-0 when he takes on fellow
undefeated Julio Rosa at The Hulu Theater at Madison Square
Garden.

Rosario of Caguas, Puerto Rico is 6-0 with two knockouts. The
24 year-old is looking better with each outing as he has wins
over  three  undefeated  fighters,  Uriel  Villanueva  (1-0),
Wilfred  Mariano  (3-0)  and  Marc  Misiura  (2-0).  Rosario  is
coming off a six-round unanimous decision over Raekwon Butler
(4-1) on January 15th in Verona, New York.



Rosa (4-0, 1KO) of Orlando, Florida, is a two-year veteran and
is coming off a career best win when took a six-round split
decision over previously undefeated Michael Garcia (4-0_. on
February 26th in Orlando.

Rosario is promoted by Top Rank.

Rosario – Rosa can be seen live on ESPN+ at 7:10 ET.

Abraham Nova and Omar Rosario
Get  Impressive  Wins  in
Verona, New York
New York (January 17, 2022) — Split-T Management Fighters
kicked off the new year in style as featherweight Abraham Nova
and  junior  welterweight  Omar  Rosario  registered  impressive
victories at The Turning Stone Casino Resort in Verona, New
York.

Abraham Nova made his featherweight debut with an 8th round
stoppage over William Encarnacion.

Nova dominated the action as he landed some solid body punches
early. Nova began to take his work upstairs and started to
wobble  Encarnacion  in  round  six.  Nova  continued  to  break
Encarnacion down through the rest of the fight, which was
stopped at 55 seconds of round eight after a big flurry of
punches.

Nova, 126 3/4 lbs of Albany, NY is 21-0 with 15 knockouts.
Encarnacion, 127 lbs of The Dominican Republic is 19-2.

Nova said, “It feels good to fight close to home a day after
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my birthday. I had a tricky opponent in front of me, but I got
the job done.

“I want {WBO world champion Emanuel Navarrete}, to be honest.
Everybody thinks he’ll blow me out. Put him in there. Let’s
see if he’ll do it. I know I’ll beat him. I know I have the
punch output, I know I’ll knock him out, and I know I’ll be
the next WBO champion.”

Nova is promoted by Top Rank, Murphy’s Boxing and 12 Rounds
Promotions

Omar Rosario celebrated his 24th birthday with a six-round
unanimous  decision  over  Raekwon  Butler  in  a  junior
welterweight  fight.

Rosario dominated the action as he came out working the body.
Rosario used a very pinpoint jab that would set up power
punches. The fight was close to being stopped in Rosario’s
favor several times, but Butler was either saved by the bell
or was able to do just enough to get out of the round.

In round six, Butler was bleeding from his nose.

Rosario landed 132 of 368 punches; Butler was 52 of 218.

Rosario, 139 1/4 lbs of Caguas, PR won by scores of 58-55 and
59-54 twice and is now 6-0. Butler, 138 1/4 lbs of Brooklyn,
NY is 4-2.

Rosario is promoted by Top Rank.

Photos from Mikey Williams / Top Rank via Getty Images



Split-T  Management’s  Abraham
Nova  takes  on  William
Encarnacion  Tomorrow  in
Verona, New York
New York (January 14, 2022) — Tomorrow Night at the Turning
Stone Resort Casino in Verona, New York, Abraham Nova takes on
William Encarnacion in a 10-round featherweight bout.

Also, Split-T Management’s undefeated junior welterweight Omar
Rosario takes on Raekwon Butler.

The fight will be the co-feature bout live on ESPN & ESPN
Deportes (simulcast on ESPN+) Saturday at 10 p.m. ET/7 p.m.
PT.

Nova, who is world-ranked (number-three by the WBO) at junior
lightweight, moves down in weight class.

The Albany, New York native will fight close to home, as the
Split-T Management fighter comes into the ring with a record
of 20-0 with 14 knockouts.

Nova, 28 years-old has wins over Weusi Johnson (1-0), Martin
Nicolas Matamala (9-2), Andres Zepeda (7-1), Hassan Nourdine
(9-2),  Sulaiman  Segawa  (11-1),  Bryan  Pelaez  (8-2),  Mario
Ezequiel Sayal Lozano (18-2-1), Luis Ronaldo Castillo (20-3),
Avery Sparrow (10-1) and his bout when Nova won a unanimous
decision over Richard Pumicpic on August 14, 2021 in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.

Nova weighed 126.75 lbs. Encarnacion was 127 lbs

Nova is promoted by Top Rank, Murphy’s Boxing and 12 Rounds
Promotions
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Encarnacion  of  the  Dominican  Republic  is  19-1  with  15
knockouts.

Encarnacion, 33 has wins over Anyelo Munoz (10-2), Alan Guzman
(16-1), John Casado (17-1), Danny Aguero (11-1), Marlembron
Acuna  (4-1),  Milner  Marcano  (10-2),  and  Eliezer  Aquino
(19-2-1). In his last outing, Encarnacion won a unanimous
decision over Donny Garcia on December 17, 2020. This will be
Encarnacion’s American debut.

Beginning at 7:45 on ESPN+, junior welterweight Omar Rosario
will look to stay undefeated as he takes on Raekwon Butler.

Rosario of Caguas, Puerto Rico is 5-0 with two knockouts. The
former Puerto Rican amateur star has defeated three undefeated
foes in his first five fights with wins over Uriel Vallanueva
(1-0),  Wilfred  Mariano  (3-0)  and  his  last  opponent,  Marc
Misiura (2-0) on August 27, 2021 in Plant City, Florida.

Butler of Brooklyn, New York is 4-1 with two knockouts. The 26
year-old  Butler  is  coming  off  a  unanimous  decision  over
Derrick Whitley on December 11, 2021 in Philadelphia.

Rosario weighed in at 139.25 lbs Butler checked in at 138.25

Rosario is promoted by Top Rank

Split-T  Management’s  Stephan
Shaw and Omar Rosario Remain
Undefeated with Wins in Plant
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City, Florida
NEW YORK (September 1, 2021) – Heavyweight Stephan Shaw and
junior welterweight Omar Rosario kept their undefeated records
intact with victories at Whitesands Event Center in Plant
City, Florida.

Shaw and Rosario are managed by Split-T Management.

Shaw of Saint Louis, Missouri, upped his record to 15-0 with
11  knockouts  as  he  dispatched  Nick  Davis  at  1:42  of  the
opening round of their scheduled eight-round bout.

Shaw dropped Davis with a huge barrage of power punches that
put Davis out on his back.

WATCH SHAW’S KO

Shaw is promoted by DiBella Entertainment

Rosario pitched a shutout in his four round unanimous decision
over previously undefeated Marc Misiura.

Rosario was able to showcase his boxing skills that made him
an amateur star in his native Puerto Rico. The 23 year-old
Rosario won every round and came home with the victory by
scores on all three judges’ scorecards to raise his record to
5-0. Misiura is now 2-1.

Rosario is promoted by Top Rank.

Sunday night in Cleveland, junior middleweight Charles Conwell
stopped previously undefeated Juan Carlos Rubio at 2:39 of
round three of their scheduled 10-round bout.

Conwell of Cleveland is now 16-0 with 12 knockouts.

Conwell  is  promoted  by  DiBella  Entertainment  and  Holden
Productions.

https://www.abramsboxing.com/split-t-managements-stephan-shaw-and-omar-rosario-remain-undefeated-with-wins-in-plant-city-florida/


Split-T  Management’s  Stephan
Shaw, Omar Rosario and Ivan
Baranchyk  in  Action  This
Weekend
NEW  YORK  (August  27,  2021)  -Three  members  of  the  Split-T
Management stable will be in action as undefeated heavyweight
Stephan Shaw and undefeated junior welterweight Omar Rosario
will be in the ring on Friday in Plant City, Florida while
former IBF Junior Welterweight champion Ivan Baranchyk battles
undefeated Montana Love as part of the Jake Paul – Tyron
Woodley pay-per-view event on Sunday night in Cleveland.

Shaw of Saint Louis, Missouri is one of the top heavyweight
prospects in the United States as he sports a record of 14-0
with 10 knockouts. The 28 year-old will be making his 2021
debut. He has racked up wins over Danny Kelly (9-2-1), Jonny
Rice  (4-1-1),  Joel  Caudle  (7-1-1),  Donovan  Dennis  (12-3),
Willie Jake Jr, (8-2-1), Gregory Corbin (15-2) and his last
bout  when  he  took  an  eight-round  unanimous  decision  over
Lyubomyr  Pinchuk  (12-1-1-)  on  December  17,  2020  in  Las
Angeles..

Shaw will be taken on Nick Davis (6-2) of Atlanta, Georgia.
Davis is a six-year professional who is coming off a 2nd round
stoppage of Eric Abraham on July 23rd in Decatur, Georgia.

Shaw is promoted by DiBella Entertainment.

Rosario of Caguas, Puerto Rico will take on fellow undefeated
Marc Misiura in a four-round bout. Rosario of Caguas, Puerto
Rico is 4-o with two knockouts.

https://www.abramsboxing.com/split-t-managements-stephan-shaw-omar-rosario-and-ivan-baranchyk-in-action-this-weekend/
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Rosario, 23 years-old, was the Puerto Rican Olympic Trial
Champion at 152 lbs., and was the island’s favorite to win a
medal  at  the  2020  Tokyo  Olympics.  Misiura  is  the  third
consecutive undefeated opponent for Rosario. Rosario stopped
both Uriel Villanueva (1-0) and Wilfred Mariano (3-0), with
the latter coming on June 19th in Las Vegas.

Misiura of Scranton, PA is 2-0 with one knockout. The 27-year-
old  turned  professional  this  year,  and  is  coming  off  a
unanimous  decision  over  Ubaldo  Lara  on  April  24th  in
Louisville,  Kentucky.

Rosario, who is promoted by Top Rank, checked in at 141.2 lbs
at Thursday’s weigh-in.

Both Shaw’s and Rosario’s fights will be part of a Telemundo
card.

On Sunday night in Cleveland, Baranchyk will make his long
awaited return to the ring following his participation in the
2020 fight of the year against Jose Zepeda. That fight, which
took place on October 3, 2020 featured eight knockdowns, with
Baranchyk coming up on the short end of a classic that was
stopped in round five.

Prior  to  that  fight,  Barranchyk  (20-2,  13  KOs)  of  Miami,
Oklahoma, has wins over Alfonso Olver (1-0), David Thomas
(4-0),  Angel  Figueroa  (4-1-1),  Shadi  Shawareb  (9-0-2),
Nicholas Givan (16-0-1), Eliseo Cruz Sesma (9-0-1), Zhimin
Wang (7-0), Abel Ramos (17-1-2), Keenan Smith (11-0), former
two-time world title challenger Petr Petrov (38-5).

On October 27, 2018, Barachyk won the IBF Junior Welterweight
title with a 7th round stoppage over Anthony Yigit in New
Orleans. In his first defense he came up just short against
now undisputed world champion Josh Taylor. Baranchyk rebounded
with a 4th round stoppage over Gabriel Bracero (25-3-1).

Love of Cleveland is 15-0-1 with seven knockouts. Just 26



years-old, Love already has wins over Vladimir Pierre (1-0),
Samuel Teah (12-1), Ricardo Garcia (14-2), Jerrrico Walton
(16-0) and in his last bout, Love stopped Olaide Fijabi (16-0)
in two rounds on June 5th in Dubai.

The bout will be part of a SHOWTIME Pay-Per-View broadcast at
8 PM ET

Baranchyk  is  promoted  by  DiBella  Entertainment  and  Holden
Productions.

Also in action will be undefeated junior middleweight Charles
Conwell (15-0, 11 KOs) making his Cleveland homecoming against
late-replacement Juan Carlos Rubio (18-0, 9 KOs) of Jalisco,
Mexico in a 10-round bout.

Conwell  is  promoted  by  DiBella  Entertainment  and  Holden
Productions.


